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Empowering Industries
In 1981 the MELSEC-F series PLC was born. Since then, thanks to continued customer satisfaction across the globe for more than 30 years, more than 9 million PLCs have been sold. The MELSEC-F series has continued to evolve with the requirements of the times from the F to FX, and currently the FX3 series. Maintenance requirements for older products of which replacement part production has ceased (7 years after main production is stopped) has increased. This guide will help to describe the options for renewing older, out of date products with current models. Contact your local representative for an expert opinion.

**The results of 30 years of continued customer support**

In 1981 the MELSEC-F series PLC was born. Since then, thanks to continued customer satisfaction across the globe for more than 30 years, more than 9 million PLCs have been sold. The MELSEC-F series has continued to evolve with the requirements of the times from the F to FX, and currently the FX3 series. Maintenance requirements for older products of which replacement part production has ceased (7 years after main production is stopped) has increased. This guide will help to describe the options for renewing older, out of date products with current models. Contact your local representative for an expert opinion.

**Period for Repair**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>F series PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>F1/F1J/F2 series PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>FX/FX2/FX2C/FX1 series PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>FX0 series PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>FX0S/FX0N series PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>FX1/FX2/FX2NC series PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 2007</td>
<td>FX3 series PLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recommended Models**

- F, F1, F1J, F2
- FX0, FX0S, FX0N, FX, FX2, FX2C, FX1
- FX3G, FX3U, FX3UC

**Image Diagram**

1981 - 2000: 1st Generation
- F, F1, F1J, F2

1989 - 2002: 2nd Generation
- FX0, FX0S, FX0N, FX, FX2, FX2C, FX1

End of repair period:
- June, 2009
- Period for repair (7 years)
“Thanks to continued customer satisfaction across the globe for more than 30 years.”

Recommended Models

- FX1S, FX1N, FX2N, FX2NC
- FX3G, FX3U, FX3UC

Period for repair (7 years)
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Repair Period
Ended June, 2009

Renewal model

Total Sales: 9 million
Renewal requirements and benefits

There is now an opportunity to replace old PLCs to prevent lengthy production downtimes during critical production times. Now is the time to prepare for increasing demand.

Renewal Requirements

Product lifespan

Our goal is and always has been to create products with the highest quality possible. However, PLCs are made up of many electronic parts, and while some parts of the PLC may function virtually forever without breaking, other parts (capacitors, relays, switches, batteries, etc.) have finite lifetimes. Although the rest of the PLC may be perfectly capable of functioning, if one part cannot perform its functionality anymore the whole PLC may be affected. Additionally using the PLC in ambient temperatures beyond the recommended 25°C, overloading the contacts, or incorrectly installing the PLC may cause parts to deteriorate faster than normal.

When the product lifespan is shortened due to environmental factors earlier renewal is necessary.

Don’t miss the chance to make the best out of a bad economic climate!

Equipment past its lifespan can require frequent maintenance. During an economic downturn this can prove excessively costly. Once the recession is ended the loss from continued production stoppages will become even higher as demand increases. It may not be critical to upgrade equipment now, but now there is an opportunity to taken action now, when production stoppage is less critical, and prepare for the future.

*Please refer to technical news article FA-D-0018-A for details of preventative maintenance of MELSEC PLCs.
Upgrading is easy with Mitsubishi Electric

We at Mitsubishi Electric understand that writing a PLC program is a serious investment and we see the benefit for the customer when previously written programs can be used in new PLCs and S/W as well. Hence our development is not only focused on embedding new technologies and performance into our products, but also on providing our customers products that reinforces the customer's investment and reduces the total cost of ownership. Thanks to this evolutionary design philosophy you can upgrade your PLC system without major changes but still have access to all of today's technologies.

- Various new features and enhanced processing capacity improve production efficiency
- Abundant built-in functions reduce required system dimensions
- Program-less expansion using special adapters increase design flexibility
- The latest generation of GOTs can be connected, allowing for easy maintenance and safer machine operation

Renewal Merits

- Direct connection and meticulous control of inverters helps reduce energy use
- Up to 3 high-speed outputs with 100 kHz for precise and dynamic servo control
- Connection to open networks such as CC-link, Modbus, or Ethernet increase productivity
- Data logging using the FX3U-CF-ADP (FX3U, FX3UC)
- Programming is simple with PC tools such as GX Developer

Steps for renewal

1. **Investigation**
   The first step is to investigate if renewal is necessary or not. Starting with a table of a basic summary of the number of units and functions required. Any remaining drawings, programs, and wiring diagrams help to facilitate this stage.

2. **Diagnosis**
   A diagnosis is made based on the length of service and the environmental operating conditions. Priority is given to cases with long term use and adverse environments within the exchange timeline.

3. **Selection**
   A replacement model is chosen with consideration given to the included I/O points and any extension I/O points. FX3 series special adapters are a new option that provides various functions with low cost and minimal program changes.

4. **Programming**
   The original program is inspected to see if it will function in the new PLC. Any expansion devices must also be investigated to ensure compatibility.

5. **Replacement**
   The unit replacement is arranged and the new unit is exchanged with the older one.

6. **Debug**
   After exchange confirm that the new unit is operating correctly with no errors or timing problems.
Renewal method for each model

Since the amount of available internal devices increases in newer PLCs and the devices are configured in a different way, the renewal method for each model is different. Please use this guide to assist in making a decision for upgrading your PLC.

Model in Use

F

F1 F1J F2

FX FX2 FX2C FX1

Repair Period Ended

Repair Period Ended

Repair Period Ended June, 2009

Current products are not able to read the Program

Older generation equipment is necessary

Contact your local Mitsubishi representative

Method to Read the Program

Renewal method

P8

Renewal method

P9

Replacement Models

FX3G FX1S

FX3G FX1S

FX3G FX3U FX3uc

Contact your local Mitsubishi representative

GX Developer or
Peace of mind with the FX Selection Tool

This free tool aids in selecting and checking the FX system configuration. Use this tool to confirm that your renewal system configuration has no conflicts. First select the FX series main unit from the series selection screen.

Then select the desired main unit type, different options for the power supply, number of I/O points and output format are available.

After selecting the main unit, expand your PLC system with all possible options like expansion boards, special function adapters, digital or analog I/O, and special function blocks.

The selection tool provides all important information like power consumption, I/O point alignment and system size. A special page lists all the components in a table and provides the possibility to copy or print the information. Each configuration can be saved for machine ordering or documentation purposes. Please contact your local Mitsubishi Electric representative for more information.
Renewal method for each model

For F1, F1J, F2 series PLC renewal

The following steps will guide you through the renewal process for F1, F1J, and F2 PLCs:
1. Upload program data to the handy programming panel "FX-20P-E" and "FX-20P-E-FKIT".
2. Convert the program, connect to the new PLC, and write the program to the PLC.
3. Upload program data in GX Developer and revise the program.

Note: External dimensions and terminal alignment is differs between PLCs. Make sure to change the wiring and system installation according to the new PLC specifications when upgrading.

Connect to the F1, F1J, F2 series PLC

Connect the FX-20P-E-FKIT

Difference between F1, F1J, F2 and FX3G, FX1S

Note: Please refer to the [F1, F2 Replacement Guide] for further details on upgrading F1 and F2 PLCs.
FX, FX2, FX2c, FX1 series PLC renewal

The following steps will guide you through the renewal process for FX, FX2, FX2c, and FX1 PLCs:
1. Connect the FX, FX2, or FX2c or FX1 PLC to a PC using the RS-232/RS-422 converter.
2. Upload program data with GX Developer and change the PLC type.
3. Connect the new FX PLC, revise the program, and write it to the PLC.

Note: External dimensions and terminal alignment is differs between PLCs. Make sure to change the wiring and system installation according to the new PLC specifications when upgrading.

Connect to the FX, FX2, FX2c, FX1 series PLC

Please refer to the [FX Replacement Guide] for further details on upgrading FX PLCs.
Renewal method for each model

FX0, FX0N, FX0S Series PLC renewal

The following steps will guide you through the renewal process for FX0, FX0N, and FX0S PLCs:
1. Connect the FX0, FX0N, FX0S PLC to a PC using the FX-USB-AW.
2. Upload the program with GX Developer and change the PLC type.
3. Connect the new FX PLC, revise the program, and write it to the PLC.

Note: As the external dimensions and terminal alignment is approximately the same between PLCs, the wiring and system installation will have minimal required changes. Additional changes are always necessary to confirm that PLC is wired and installed correctly, however.

Connect to the FX0, FX0N, FX0S PLC

Programming Software
- GX Developer (SW D5C-GPPW)

RS-232C Cable
F2-232-CAB-1

RS-22 Cable
FX-422CAB0

RS-422/USB Interface Converter
FX-USB-AW

RS-232C/RS-422 Interface Converter
FX-232AWC-H

FX0, FX0N, FX0S series PLC

Note: Please refer to the [FX Replacement Guide] for further details on upgrading FX PLCs.
Helpful software aids renewal

Programming Software

**GX Developer**

The key to any good software is that it is simple to use and intuitive. The GX Developer PLC programming package has achieved this by using a design that is easy to understand yet has access to powerful functions and tools. It also features help functions and an advanced communications setup utility, ensuring safe, reliable data transfer to and from the target PLC.

Simulation packages

**GX Simulator & GT Simulator 3**

To save production cost, application designers are expected to reduce program development time. In order to meet this challenge, Mitsubishi Electric has created simulation packages to help designers increase development efficiency. GX Simulator and GT Simulator allow users to create a virtual PLC or GOT respectively on their PC. PLC code and GOT programs can be tested and any errors debugged without the need of hardware. GX Simulator and GT Simulator have been developed so they can operate simultaneously, allowing a complete application environment to be created within the user’s PC.

Screen Design Software

**GT Works 3**

The all new GT Works 3 is the most advanced screen design environment. Experience the dawn of new era in visualization design to quickly transform the front end of your machine into a more user friendly and sophisticated interface you need a design environment that is both intuitive and efficient. GT Works 3 is the quintessential environment for visual design and configuration. User-oriented functions are integrated based on three main concepts - simplicity, definition and ease of use. Screen development time is reduced up to 70% compared to other conventional HMI environments. *1

*1: Compared to GT Designer (based on our measurements)

Increase efficiency with Handy Programming Panels!

The FX-30P handy programming panel (HPP) is useful for retrieving program data before PLC renewal and can insert additional functions as well. Flash memory backs up program data, allowing for the freedom to perform program reading at the site and program modification on site or back at the office. *2

FX series PLC data can be modified and the PLC type changed in the FX-30P. *3

*2: The battery lifespan is approximately 5 years (at an ambient temperature of 25°C)

*3: Please refer to section 6.2.6 of the FX-30P Operation Manual (JY997D34301) for details on changing the program data PLC type

The FX-30P Handy Programming Panel

This unit can perform program uploads/downloads and store up to 15 programs in its internal memory. Keyword scan can be registered, deleted or canceled in applicable PLCs.

- Compatible with all FX series PLCs.
- Max. 21 characters x 8 lines.
- Store up to 15 programs.
- Program monitoring function is available.
- Connect the HPP to a PC and Upload, Download, and Verify programs in GX Developer (Ver. 1.10 or later).
- The latest firmware can be downloaded via the internet and installed via the USB port.

The FX-30P has equal or greater functionality than the FX-20P-E for all of the functions mentioned above. The FX-20P-E-FKIT only supports the FX-20P-E HPP.

Cables for connection to FX PLCs

- FX, FX1, FX2, FX2c Series PLCs: RS-422 Cable FX-20P-CAB *4
- FX0, FX0S, FX0N Series PLCs: RS-422 Cable FX-20P-CAB0 *5
- FX3 Series PLCs: RS-422 Cable FX-20P-CAB0 *5

*4: The FX-20P-CAB is not included with the FX-30P. Please acquire it separately.

*5: The FX-20P-CAB0 is included with the FX-30P.
**Visualization**

Industrial control panels are increasingly turning into multifunctional human-machine interfaces. The GOT1000 family features 3 different series to provide the best fit of functionality for all kind of user requirements.

**GT16**
The all-in-one model

- **GT1695M** 65,536 colors
- **GT1665M** 65,536 colors
- **GT1675M** 65,536 colors
- **GT1685M** 65,536 colors

**GT11**
Standard functions for demanding users

- **GT1155** 256 colors
- **GT1155S** 256 colors
- **GT1150** 16 grey scales

**GT10**
Affordability with basic functionality

- **GT1045S** 256 colors
- **GT1040S** 16 blue scales
- **GT1055** 65,536 colors
- **GT1050** 16 blue scales

---

**Global Partner. Local Friend.** Worldwide Mitsubishi Electric Sales Offices
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  Tel: +61-9684-7777 Fax: +61-2-9684-7245
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  Tel: +33-1-53-6835-68 Fax: +33-1-53 68 57 51
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  Tel: +62-21-6630833 Fax: +62-21-66300832

- **Ireland** Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Irish Branch
  Westgate Business Park, Ballymount RDS; Dublin 24
  Tel: +353 1 / 4198900 Fax: +353 1 / 4198990

- **Italy** Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Italian Branch
  Centro Dir. Colleoni, Pal. Persio-Inge 2 Via Paracelso 12, I-20041 Milano, Italy
  Tel: +39-9-6653-1 Fax: +39-9-6653-312

- **Korea** Mitsubishi Electric Automation Korea Co., Ltd.
  1480-6, Gayang-dong, Gangseo-gu Seoul 157-200, Korea
  Tel: +82-2-3660-9552 Fax: +82-2-3664-8372
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  Tel: +33-1-53-6835-68 Fax: +33-1-53 68 57 51
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